
Reactions to Life of Crassus 

• Did you enjoy it?  Why or Why Not? 

• What do you remember most about this 
life? 

• What do you learn about Rome? 

• Does the life reinforce any ideas you have 
about our own times? 

 



Differences History 
• A historian is a person who 

researches, studies and writes 
about the past… concerned with 
the continuous, methodical 
narrative and research of past 
events as relating to the human 
race; 

• Change over time 
• Causes of change over time 
• One damn thing after another 

 
• Who…would not wish to know 

how and under what kind of 
government the Romans 
have brought under their 
sole rule almost the whole 
of the inhabited world in 
less than 50 years; for 
nothing like this has ever 
happened 
before?.(Polybius, [200-
118BCE] 1, 1, 5-6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         Biography 

• An account of someone's life 
written by someone else. 
 

• “My design is not to write 
histories but lives.  And the 
most glorious exploits do not 
always furnish us with the 
clearest discoveries of virtues 
and vice in men; sometimes a 
matter of less moment, an 
expression or a jest, informs us 
better of their characters and 
inclinations, than the most 
famous sieges, the greatest 
armaments, or the bloodiest 
battles whatsoever.”  

• ( Plutarch, Alexander 1) 
• …” adducing what may make his 

disposition and habit of mind 
understood.”  V. Nicias 1 
 



 
Lucius Mestrius Plutarchus 
A Greek and Roman citizen 
Born  c. AD 46 
Chaeronea, Boeotia  
Studied and lived in Athens and  
Chaeronea,  travelled to Rome 
And Egypt;  ambassador for  
Greek Amphictyiones, Roman Knight, 
Honored with ornamenta and  
procuratorship; Died c. AD 120 
 in Delphi  where he was  a 
 priest of Apollo in Phocis 
  Wrote Parallel Lives  
in years of good emperors, Nerva, 99, 
Trajan, and Hadrian,, who  
Especially honored and encouraged 
 Greece, Greeks, Greek, Greek Writers 
And everything Athenian 



Extant Inscriptions concerning Plutarch 
Dedication of statue of him by 
 Amphictyonic  Council  
   governing Delphi 

Inscription from Statue of Hadrian 
put up by the Ampictyons when       
   Plutarch was Priest 

 
 

 Emperor  Caesar 
Son of the God Trajan Parthicus, 
Grandson of the God Nerva, 
Trajan Hadrian Augustus: 
 
 The Amphictyons  
 [erected this statue} 
Under the supervision from 
 Delphi  of 
Mestrius Plutarchus The Priest 
 
   (CIG1713) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

– e 





Other Works: Essays and Dialogues Collected as Moralia (Ethica); 
15 volumes of Loeb Library 

.  On the education of children    
14 .  How the young man should study poetry  
37 .  On listening to lectures   - 
48 .  How to tell a flatterer from a friend   
75 .  How a man may become aware of his 
progress in virtue 
 86 .  How to profit by one's enemies   
(93 .  On having many friends   - 
97 .  Chance    
100 .  Virtue and Vice   
 146 .  Dinner of the seven wise men   
 164 .  Superstition 
172 .  Sayings of kings and commanders  
303     Roman questions   -    
 304.   Greek questions   -    
305 .  Greek and Roman parallel stories   
 316 .  On the fortune of the Romans    
326 .  On the fortune or the virtue of 
Alexander   
145 .  Were the Athenians more famous in war 
or in wisdom?   



Why Biography?  Why Parallel Lives? 
Philosophical and Moral Reasons 

• Timoleon , 1  Mirror by which to 
adorn own life by imitating virtues 
of great men. 

• Demetrius, 2  lives of wicked and 
infamous often lead us to study and 
imitate the good 

• Alexander, 1:  Brilliant exploits 
often tell nothing of virtues and 
vices; chance remark or joke 
reveals  more of character or soul 

 

• Questions: e.g., 

• Motivation for actions 

•  Is success due to virtue or fortune? 

• Can the character change over 
time? 

• How does education affect 
character and life? 

Possible Political Reasons 

• To provide models for  
children or future leaders 

• To preserve memory of  
glory and achievement 

• To acquaint Greeks and 
Romans with each other’s 
history, culture, and heroes  

• To record common Virtues 

•  To record common Vices 
e.g.,  too great ambition, 
greed, passion, excess 

•  competition, class  conflict 



Sources                  Biography as Genre 

Early Predecessors and Types 

• Plato and Xenophon: Memoir, 
Encomium, Romance 

• Lives of  Philosophers 
• Hagiographies of Religious 

figures (e.g., Gospels) 
• Lives of generals , statesmen, 

poets,   
• Political Biography at Rome 
•   Nepos- collection of short 

lives mostly Roman but some 
Greek men, of various 
professions, with comparative 
scheme, longer life of Atticus 

•   Nicolaus – Augustus 
• Tacitus- Agricola 
• Suetonius on poets, orators, 

and emperors 

Extant and Lost Sources 

• Historians writing from the 
beginnings of history in 5thc 
BC to own Day (e.g, Dionysius 
of Halicarnasus, Arian) 

• Poetry  

• Philosophy 

• Art 

• Epigraphy 

• Rhetoric (speeches and 
handbooks) 

• Collections of anecdotes, 
sayings, and actions  of  
celebrated people 

• Memories of own family and 
city 

 



24 Parallel Lives,  
Some Dedicated to Q. Socius Senicio, 
Roman Senator, Consul under Trajan 

e.g., Lycurgus Spartan Lawgiver and      
 Numa the Roman King 

         Alcibiades and Coriolanus 

         Alexander and Caesar 

         Epaminondas,  Theban    general,          
and  Scipio, (missing) conqueror of 
Hannibal   

           Demosthenes and Cicero 

Form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• General Preface in some 

• Life of Greek 

• Life of Roman 

• Comparison (synkrisis) 

Order of composition? 

  



Life of Marcus Licinius Crassus,c112-53 BCE  
 Parallel to Nicias, the Athenian General Defeated at 

Syracuse 413 BCE 
Nicias Marcus  Licinias Crassus 





 



REPUBLIC Min. age 

    

Military service   

Quaestor 30 

Aedile or 
Tribune 

37 

Praetor 40 

    

Consul 43 

Censor   

 

 

 

• From 342 BCE                           

• 10 year gap before election to 
same office 

 

 

http://www.livius.org/q/quaestor/quaestor.html
http://www.livius.org/ad-af/aedile/aedile.html
http://www.livius.org/to-ts/tribune/tribune.html
http://www.livius.org/pp-pr/praetor/praetor.html
http://www.livius.org/cn-cs/consul/consul.html
http://www.livius.org/cb-cf/censor/censor.html
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Changes  and Questions by 121BCE 
• 1.  From a small city-state with 

allies in Italy to a world empire 
influenced by Hellenistic Greeks 

• 2.  From rule by a senate of  ex-
magistrates directed by 
constitution  and consilium  to 
increasing power of people and 
military leaders 

• 3.  From a small citizen army 
made up of landholders to  an 
army recruited from landless 
and led by powerful generals 

• 4.  From an economy dependent 
on agriculture of small  
landholders to an economy 
based on large estates, 
commerce, and slavery  

 

• Will Rome gain the world and 
lose its own soul? 

• Can a city state govern an 
empire? 

• Can it adapt its institutions to 
meet the challenge of its new 
responsibilities? 

• Can Rome produce men of 
insight and goodwill to 
persuade the governing class 
and the people to sacrifice 
individual gain for common 
good? 

 





Generation after the Gracchi 
Events 

•         132    End of First Sicilian Slave  War 

•         125    Failure of proposal to grant 
 citizenship to Italians;  Revolt of 
 Fregellae  

•          122-106   War against Jugurtha of 
 Numidia 
–    107-100 Marius Dominant in Rome 

–     102-1    Marius defeats Cimbri and           
 Teutones 

–     91-89   Rome defeats Italian Rebels, but 
 grants citizenship 

–      88  Sulla marches on Rome; given 
 command against Mithradates  IV;  Marius 
 takes it away;   Sulla takes it away;  goes    
 East until 83; Marians take over 

–     Returns to Italy  w/army 

• Defeats Samnites , remaining Marians 

 

Leaders 
• G.Marius  (157-86 BCE) 

• New Man 

• Rises through  

• Military; admits  

• Landless to army; 

• Took Army into Rome 

• Consul seven consecutive times 

• Lucius Cornelius Sulla (138-78 BCE 

• Patrician 

• As dictator, undoes 

•  Gracchan reforms, limits  

• powers of tribunes,  

• Gives juries back to  

• Senators, etc.; Life , 30* 



Marcus Licinius Crassus,  112-53 BCE 
Father a Censor, like Cato Family lived Modestly 
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Virtue Obscured by One Vice, 2 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Boulanger-gustave-clarence-rudolphe-french-1824-1888-the-slave-market.png


Interests Besides Money 
Oratory and Lawcourts 

 



Hiding from Marians, 4-5 
Goes to Clients in Spain 

 

Lives in cave 

 



Fights for Sulla; Envies Pompey, 6 
Raises Army in Spain Joins Sulla 

 
 



A Politician, Not a Soldier, 7  
Making Friends Passion for Distinction x 3 

 

 

 

• 95-46 BCE 

• Great-Grandson  

• Of Cato the  

• Elder 

• Leader of Most  

• Conservative 

•  Republicans 

 



Defeat of Spartacus, 8-11* 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj_zcLQ86nJAhWDWT4KHRNrBb4QjRwIBw&url=http://www.trevorbloom.com/2010/12/what-was-it-like-to-be-a-slave-in-ancient-rome/&psig=AFQjCNEOWviJsXqWaCVnoiDkJKiSfkdRCA&ust=1448483441126426


Crassus and Pompey Co-Consuls 70, 12 
• Restored power of tribunes 

• Divided juries equally into 
knights, senators, and 3rd 
property class, 

• Restored census, cheap 
grain 
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What is Crassus After? 

Catulus and Egypt The Catiline Conspiracy, 63 BCE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Cicero as Consul 
• Is Crassus Involved? 
• Is Caesar? 
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The First Triumvirate 
60-50 BCE   Cato and People Opposes 

Force Wins 

• Julius Caesar’s idea , 14-15 

• Julius Caesar consul 59 

• Pompey marries Julia,  

• Pompey and Crassus to be 
consuls 54 

• Crassus after glory 

• All 3 get armies 
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Parthian Campaign, 16-33 
• Setting out:  Excitement, Opposition and Curses 
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    17-19  Imperator and 

                 Foreign Kings 
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Mistakes 
• Shouldn’t have made war 

on Parthia.  Why does he? 

• Should have gone to 
enemies of Parthia before 
stopping in Syria for 
business 

• Should have paid attention 
to reports about enemy 

• Should not have rejected 
the help and advice of 
Armenian King Artavasdes 

• Should not have dismissed 

•     Bad omens 17, 19  

• Should have taken the 
advice of Cassius, 19-20 
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The Enemy 

Surena                    The land        and Crassus Himself 

– Treacherous  Arab Ariamnes Parthian Warfare 











Crassus’ Head a Prop for a Play  
at a Parthian Party 


